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QUESTION 1

A user is planning to setup notifications on the RDS DB for a snapshot. Which of the below mentioned event categories
is not supported by RDS for this snapshot source type? 

A. Backup 

B. Creation 

C. Deletion 

D. Restoration 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has several teams of analysts. Each team of analysts has their own cluster. The teams need to run SQL
queries using Hive, Spark-SQL, and Presto with Amazon EMR. The company needs to enable a centralized metadata
layer to expose the Amazon S3 objects as tables to the analysts. 

Which approach meets the requirement for a centralized metadata layer? 

A. EMRFS consistent view with a common Amazon DynamoDB table 

B. Bootstrap action to change the Hive Metastore to an Amazon RDS database 

C. s3distcp with the outputManifest option to generate RDS DDL 

D. Naming scheme support with automatic partition discovery from Amazon S3 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

My Read Replica appears "stuck" after a Multi-AZ failover and is unable to obtain or apply updates from the source DB
Instance. What do I do? 

A. You will need to delete the Read Replica and create a new one to replace it. 

B. You will need to disassociate the DB Engine and re associate it. 

C. The instance should be deployed to Single AZ and then moved to Multi- AZ once again 

D. You will need to delete the DB Instance and create a new one to replace it. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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An online retailer is using Amazon DynamoDB to store data related to customer transactions. The items in the table
contains several string attributes describing the transaction as well as a JSON attribute containing the shopping cart and
other details corresponding to the transaction. Average item size is 250KB, most of which is associated with the JSON
attribute. The average customer generates -3GB of data per month. 

Customers access the table to display their transaction history and review transaction details as needed. Ninety percent
of the queries against the table are executed when building the transaction history view, with the other 10% retrieving
transaction details. The table is partitioned on CustomerID and sorted on transaction date. 

The client has very high read capacity provisioned for the table and experiences very even utilization, but complains
about the cost of Amazon DynamoDB compared to other NoSQL solutions. 

Which strategy will reduce the cost associated with the client\\'s read queries while not degrading quality? 

A. Modify all database calls to use eventually consistent reads and advise customers that transaction history may be
one second out-of-date. 

B. Change the primary table to partition on TransactionID, create a GSI partitioned on customer and sorted on date,
project small attributes into GSI, and then query GSI for summary data and the primary table for JSON details. 

C. Vertically partition the table, store base attributes on the primary table, and create a foreign key reference to a
secondary table containing the JSON data. Query the primary table for summary data 

and the secondary table for JSON details. 

D. Create an LSI sorted on date, project the JSON attribute into the index, and then query the primary table for
summary data and the LSI for JSON details. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company operates an international business served from a single AWS region. The company wants to expand into a
new country. The regulator for that country requires the Data Architect to maintain a log of financial transactions in the
country within 24 hours of the product transaction. The production application is latency insensitive. The new country
contains another AWS region. 

What is the most cost-effective way to meet this requirement? 

A. Use CloudFormation to replicate the production application to the new region. 

B. Use Amazon CloudFront to serve application content locally in the country; Amazon CloudFront logs will satisfy the
requirement. 

C. Continue to serve customers from the existing region while using Amazon Kinesis to stream transaction data to the
regulator. 

D. Use Amazon S3 cross-region replication to copy and persist production transaction logs to a bucket in the new
country\\'s region. 

Correct Answer: B 
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